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barrel bung: That old axiom
about Spanish producers “always” using American
oak may no longer be true. A few pioneering
Spanish winemakers are now using hybrid barrels,
those crafted from different wood types, to age
their wines. The movement isn’t exclusive to Spain,
either. A growing number of winemakers worldwide actually prefer hybrid barrels, too.
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Trailblazers
Bodegas LAN in Rioja started its hybrid barrel
program nearly a generation ago. “About 20 years
ago, we began to try different types of oak,” said
winemaker María Barúa, who studied differences
among oak types at the Government Research
Center of La Rioja, part of the Instituto de Ciencias
de la Vid y del Vino (ICVV).
“In Rioja, the barrels that were traditionally
used were mainly American oak. We began to test
with the French oak to see the differences, and
we considered working with barrels that would
combine these two types of oak. This way, the wine
could be nourished by the qualities that each type
of oak provides, developing a wine with different
personality,” Barúa said.
Barúa discovered that American oak staves from
the Appalachian forests of Ohio and Missouri offer
“intense” aromas of coconut and vanilla while
French oak heads from different forests in central
France (Allier, Troncáis, Jupille and Blois) yield
more aromatic complexity, with notes of black
pepper, clove and cinnamon, as well as touches of
menthol, smoke and cocoa.
BERONIA
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Using French oak for the barrel heads also offers more tannins, resulting
in greater structure on the palate. “With the combination of the two oaks,
we give more complexity and structure to the wine while maintaining the
respect for the fruit,” Barúa said. “The use of hybrid casks started with the
LAN Crianza, and it has now been extended also to the LAN Reserva.”
LAN isn’t the only producer with a hybrid barrel program in Rioja. “Back
in the 1990s, we were looking to get much better integration of French and
American oak into Beronia wines during the aging process,” said winemaker
Matías Calleja of González-Byass’ Beronia Rioja in Ollauri. “I lighted on the
idea that if we could combine both oaks in one barrel, we might produce
wines with the best of both: the smooth vanilla tannins from the U.S. oak,
blended with the spicy, savoriness of the French oak.”
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Calleja admits some of his coopers thought his idea was “odd,” at first.
Experimentation, however, revealed that using American oak staves with
French oak heads produced wines expressive of the “Beronia style”: smooth
and sweet with body and reserve.

Tradition
Other hybrid barrel programs from around the world reflect cultural traditions. Marco Tebaldi of Tebaldi Group in Verona, Italy uses hybrid barrels
sourced from cherry and chestnut. It’s a concept born from the Sicilian tradition of wine-aging that became the basis for Marsala DOC liqueur. Cherry
wood yields strong aromas while chestnut—a typical wood from the Etna
volcanic area—proves aromatic,
hard and elastic.
The Veronese families Cristoforetti
and Delibori of Vigneti Villabella
reintroduced cherry wood barrels in
2001 as an homage to local tradition.
“Cherry trees are part of the landscape of [the] Verona region,” said
winemaker Edoardo Lessio, “Therefore, cherry wood was widely used
in the past.” The slightly aromatic
cherry wood enhances the typical
fruity flavor of the region’s native
Corvina grape variety. “Our barrels
are partially made of oak [the front
and back part], just for a matter of
resistance,” he said. “The rest is made
of cherry wood. The porosity of the
cherry wood helps the polymerization of the tannins.”
Others cite customers as the
impetus behind their hybrid program.
In the United States, Duane Wall and
Jean Jacques Nadalié, partners and
founders of Tonnellerie Française
(now Nadalié USA) in Calistoga,
Calif., tried hybrids in the 1980s after
receiving “multiple requests” from
winemakers.
“If we have a winemaker that wants
to try something new, and we can
produce it within our production
process, then we’re happy to do it…
it’s all about listening to them and
being open to innovation,” said Mark
Evich, a regional sales manager for
the company.
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Typicity and Integration
Hybrid barrels offer other benefits as well. “We chose these barrels because
it allows us to keep the typicity of the grape varieties and keep the quality
of our terroir,” said Vincent Guillemot of Domaine Pierre Guillemot in
Savigny-lès-Beaune, France. Guillemot uses hybrid acacia and oak barrels
for short to medium aging times (between 10 and 12 months). He finds
the acacia retains freshness and imparts sweetness while oak provides more
depth and complexity to the wines.
“I believe we get much better integration in the wines when they have been
aged in mixed oak barrels,” Calleja said. “We avoid the shock of having to
blend two separate wines post-aging in separate woods. It’s not a matter of
speeding up the process, [but] more about giving the wine an opportunity to
meld and blend, in both oak styles, in one barrel.”

Cost
For Guillemot, hybrids also prove economical. “The cost of a hybrid barrel
is 515 HT ($575 U.S.), against 635 HT ($709 U.S.) for 100 percent oak. For
us, it is very good value for the money.” Guillemot orders his new barrels
one week before harvest, but instructs his cooper, Tonnellerie Fouailly in
Ladoix Serrigny, to toast during winemaking, which allows for adaptions to
the wine and its vintage.
At Beronia, costs run a bit higher. “The cost of mixed oak barrels is around
15 percent more than the U.S. barrels in general,” said Calleja, who works
with a broad range of coopers. “Order times are about the same—we have
been using them for so long now that when we replace barrels, the coopers
are already prepared.”
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In Italy, Villabella pays about 30 percent more for its hybrids, which the
winery orders from Faßbinderei Klaus Pauscha & Partner GmbH in Austria.
Marco Tebaldi also pays more for his Marsalbotti-sourced barrels from Sicily,
chiefly due to unique construction issues: different woods bend at different
temperatures over fire, therefore varying assembly times. In the end, Tebaldi
reports, his hybrid barrel costs about 320 HT ($357 U.S.), plus shipment costs.
Order fulfillment typically takes 30 days, plus shipment time.
For Nadalié, prices are mixed. “Cost depends on the combination of
oak choices and regions of the sourced oak,” said Evich. A standard 225 L
barrel with an American or Hungarian oak body and French oak head runs
between $600 and $700 while a French oak body with either American oak
or Hungarian oak heads ranges from $800 to $900. “Since we hand-craft
our hybrid barrels at our cooperage in Calistoga, where our American and
Eastern European oak barrels are also produced, there is no special lead time
for making [hybrids],” Evich said.
LAN orders require careful planning and choreography with a broad range
of coopers. “For example,” said Barúa,”We are now thinking what barrels we
are going to need for next year since, after the malolactic fermentation, the
wines will be moved to barrels to carry out their corresponding aging process.”
Ultimately, it’s not the cost that matters for Barúa and her team. “Hybrid
casks are cheaper than the French oak barrels but more expensive than
the American oak barrels,” she said. “It’s mainly because of the cutting
system, where you get more staves from the American than from the
French. Apart from that, we are not looking at the cost when selecting the
oaks. We look at the quality, at the style of wine we want after being aged
in this type of barrel.” WBM

